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Data provided by GlobalData GlobalData is the premier source of research and consulting solutions for the
pharmaceutical and medical device industries. The agency had delayed a decision on concerns about the medicine's risks
to muscles and kidneys. Most patients in a large study either took less of the lifesaving medicines than needed or
stopped taking the drugs entirely within two years. Setback For New Drug AstraZeneca said Germany, Norway and
Spain had withdrawn from a program under which those countries were expected to quickly approve Crestor, a
cholesterol-fighting drug that analysts expect to be a top-selling product. David Graham, the reviewer in the Food and
Drug Administration's Office of Drug Safety, used fiery language to denounce his agency as feckless and far too likely
to surrender to demands of drug makers. Op-Ed Contributor The Diabetes Dilemma for Statin Users Statins are the
popular choice for lowering cholesterol, but could result in a sharp increase in the incidence of Type 2 diabetes. With the
combined expertise of more than researchers, market analysts and consultants, we deliver high-quality, accurate and
transparent industry insight that helps our clients to achieve growth and increase business value. The announcement was
made ahead of AstraZeneca's business review meeting today with analysts and investors in Wilmington, Del. Shares of
AstraZeneca, which is based in London, rose 79 pence to 2, pence. The Top Pharma List's top 50 pharmaceutical
products by global sales ranking is compiled from GlobalData's pharmaceutical revenue figures. The committee voted 9
to 0 to recommend that the agency approve Crestor in doses of 5 milligrams to 40 milligrams. Random42 is the world's
leading medical animation company. Federal drug regulators are ''virtually incapable of protecting America'' from unsafe
drugs, a federal drug safety reviewer told a Congressional panel on Thursday, and he named five drugs now on the
market whose safety needs ''to be seriously looked at.Crestor. The Top Pharma List's top 50 pharmaceutical products by
global sales ranking is compiled from GlobalData's pharmaceutical revenue figures. Crestor was produced by
AstraZeneca and Shionogi. Please login or register to see the full data. Crestor The company: AstraZeneca Worldwide
sales: $ billion For years there were two cholesterol-lowering drugs that dominated the market. First was Pfizer's The
effect cut 9% off worldwide Crestor sales last year. Crestor might AstraZeneca steps up its global restructuring with new
job cuts. Generics pull AZ. AstraZeneca's revenue from top product Crestor AstraZeneca's revenue fom top product
Crestor from to (in million U.S. dollars) This statistic describes AstraZeneca's revenue from one of its top products,
Crestor, between and Feb 1, - Sales of Pfizer's Lipitorthe fattest pharma cash cow everplunged 20 percent from Q1 to
Q2 quarter Crestor, alone among branded statins, has made gainsbig ones. According to the drugmaker, in , the
superstatin recorded $ billion in global sales; in , $ billion; in , $ Oct 14, - Online Order Status A free collection of
articles about Crestor (Drug) With approval in the United States, Crestor's annual sales might surpass $3 billion by ,
analysts said AstraZeneca Direct is a program that offers a variety of AstraZeneca's global website metformin hcl mg
price is intended for. Jun 5, - The brokerage currently forecasts U.S. Crestor sales of $ million in April to June, out of a
global total of $ million. AstraZeneca Chief Executive David Brennan told Reuters in April he expected Crestor to
benefit from a clinical study showing it reduces the risk of death and heart problems even in some. Nov 9, - However,
product sales for the quarter fell 3% to $ billion, which AstraZeneca said was due to a loss of exclusivity on its Crestor
and Seroquel products. Total revenue rose 9% to $ billion, benefiting from a contribution from externalization
revenue--proceeds from partnerships and licensing deals. Feb 2, - The fall in Product Sales primarily reflected the entry
of Crestor generic medicines in the US; Crestor represents the last anticipated .. Global. Initial $m milestone. Up to
$1bn in commercially-related milestones. Up to mid-teen tiered percentage royalties on sales. 9 June Anaesthetics.
Aspen. Feb 4, - It expects "a low to mid single-digit percentage decline" in both sales and profits in The warning came
with full-year results for Pre-tax profits came in at ?bn, which was down 1% from the previous year. Crestor is one of
the world's leading statins, with global sales of more than $5bn (?bn). May 30, - Global Revenue: $23 billion (down
7%). Top Brands: Crestor ($B), Symbicort ($3B), Pulmicort ($B), Nexium ($2B). R&D Spend: $B (down With the
mid-year arrival of generic competition, U.S. sales of cholesterol reducer Crestor dipped 22% in to $ billion. Sales of
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